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To find out a correlation between antibacterial activity and physical properties of 7-substituted l-ethyl-6-fluoro-l,4-di- hydro-4-oxoquinoline-3-carboxylic acid, dipole moments, charge distributions, and hydrophobicities were calculated. The atomic charges and 나｝e dipole moments to not give any correlations with inhibition of DNA gyrase, but the calculated hydration free energies show some correlations.
Introduction

The quinolone-carboxylic acids as antibacterial agents 
have been extensively explored for the broad spectrum anti
bacterial activity and orally effective drugs. Since nalidixic 
acid, the earlier type of the series of these compounds, was 
introduced in chemotherapy, there have been many efforts to 
develop the new powerful antibacterial agents.1

In recent years, the quantitative structure-activity rela
tionships (QSAR) associated with the quinolones has been in
creasingly 니sed in drug design. Typically, die predominant 
variables which are evaluated for correlation with biological 
activity are usually physicochemical parameters.2 And the 
successful applications of the computer automated structure 
evaluation (CASE) which utilized molecular features in
herent within the chemical structure were recently reported 
by Klopman et al.3

To explain a mechanism of inhibition of DNA gyrase by 
quinolone antibacterial agents, a cooperative quinolone- 
DNA binding model has been proposed.4 The essential 
feature of 아le model is that bound gyrase induces a specific 
quinolone binding site in the relaxed DNA substrate in the 
presence of ATP. The proposed functional domains of quino- 
lone antibacterial agents include hydrogen-bonding domain, 
drug-drug s이『association domain, and drug-enzyme inter
action domain.

In this work, we have calculated the physical properties 
such as dipole moment, charge distribution, and hydrophobi
city of Quinolone analogues. The calculated dipole moments 

the charge distributions were used to find out the char
acteristics of the hydrogen-bonding domain in the mole
cules, and hydrophobicities were used to characterize drug
drug self-association domain. The aim of this work is to find 
out the conflations between biological activity and the cal
culated data, and to design new drugs.

Methods

The selected parent molecule 1 -ethyl-6-fluoro-1,4-dihy- 
dro-4-oxoquinoline-3-carboxylic acid and its 7-substituted 
analogues were studied in this work. Their chemical struc
tures are shown in Figure 1. The initial conformations of the 
selected quinolones were obtained by building, editing, and 
minimizing the molecules with Alchemy IL5 Each conforma
tion was refined with MMPMI,6 which is an extension of 
MM2 and MMPI molecular mechanics programs. For each 
lowest-energy conformation, the atomic charges and the 
dipole moment were calculated with CNDO/2 (ON) method.7 
The hydration free energy of each group of the molecule was 
computed using the hydration shell model of Kang et 渺 
Especially, the hydration shell parameters of hydration shell 
radius (此)and the free energy density of hydration (厶for 
F atom were newly determined from best fitting the cal
culated free energies of hydration of CHF3 and CF4 to experi-
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Figure 1. Structure of 7-substituted l-ethyl-6-fluoro-1,4-dihy- dro-4-oxoquinoline-3-carboxylic acid; R = H (1), chloro (2), methyl 
(3), pyrrolidin- 1-yl (4), piperazin- 1-yl (5), l-methylpiperazin-4-yl 
(6), methylamino (7), 2-aminoethylthio (8), pyrrol-1-yl (9), thiazoli- din-3-yl (10), thiomorpholin-4-yl (11).
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Table 1. Dipole Moments and Atomic Charges of Some Polar Groups"

^Calculated results using CNDO/2 (ON) method.7 力The values of inhibition of DNA gyrase are the same as in Table 4.cAtoms of 4-keto group. rfAtoms of keto group of 3-carboxylic acid. eAtoms of hydroxy group of 3-carboxylic acid.

Comp- Dipole moment Atomic charge (ecu)ound6 (Debye) C* 3 Cd （財 He1 6.58 0.335 -0.349 0.524 -0.376 -0.375 0.2192 5.62 0.337 -0.347 0.524 -0.374 -0.373 0.2183 6.82 0.337 -0.354 0.523 -0.377 -0.374 0.2194 6.69 0.336 -0.356 0.521 -0.379 -0.377 0.2205 6.98 0.336 -0.358 0.521 -0.376 -0.378 0.2206 6.74 0.336 -0.357 0.521 -0.377 -0.377 0.2197 5.85 0.336 -0.356 0.521 -0.377 -0.376 0.2188 6.73 ().328 -0.339 0.523 -0.339 -0.374 0.2189 4.86 0.336 -0.352 0.523 -0.372 -0.375 ().21910 5.32 0.336 -0.357 0.520 -0.375 -0.377 0.22011 5.12 ().329 -0.342 0.524 -0.342 -0.375 0.219

sented in Table 1, and a correlation of the dipole moment and 
biological activity is shown in Figure 2. We could not find 
any correlation between dipole moments or charge distribu
tions and inhibition of DNA gyrase.3 This result indicates 
that the intermolecular hydrogen bondings are not affected 
largely by the 7-s니bstituents.

In the 아uinolo眼-DNA binding model,4 the two types of 
interactions, i.e., the stackings of the quinolone rings and the 
tail-to-tail hydrophobic interaction between the N-ethyl 
groups, are proposed. Because of the tail-to-tail interactions 
between the N1 hydrophobic groups of the quinolone rings 
are an important feature of the model, we calculated hydro- 
phobicities of N1 atom, 1-ethyl group, and 6-F atom of the 
molecules using the hydration shell model.

In Tables 2-4, the calculated water-accessibile volume 
( 匸伊), hydration free energy (厶 G碇) coming from Vwa, p이a- 
rization free energy (厶("J coming from neighboring po
lar atoms, and total hydration free energy ( 쇼(福編 where

mental values, as done before in ref. 8. The Van der Waals 
radius of F atom is 1.47 A, taken from ref. 9. The obtained 
values of % and Agh for F atom are 3.26 A and 8.768 x 10-3 
kcal/(mol. A3), respectively.

Results and Discussion

The lowest-energy conformations of the molecules 1-11 mi
nimised with the MMPMI are found too be similar form each 
other. Therefore the structures are not drawn and the mole
cular geometries are not compared with each other in details.

According to the quinolone-DNA binding model,4 the 
drug molecules can be assembled inside the single-stranded 
pocket through hydrogen bonds between the carbonyl 
groups on the quinolone rings and the hydrogen-bond do
nors of the DNA bases. From this model, it is possible that 
the hydrogen bonding affinity has influence on the biological 
activity of quinolones. The dipole moments and the atomic 
charges of 3-carboxylic group and 4-keto group were ob
tained using CNDO/2 (ON) method for comparing hydrogen 
bonding character by switching the 7-substituents. The cal
culated dipole moments and charge distributions are repre-

Q • I I 1 j——1 I4 5 6 7 Gdipole moment (Debye)
Figure 2. Calculated dip어e moments using CNDO/2 (ON) method.
Table 2. Calculated Water-Accessible Volumes and Hydration Free Energies of 6-F Atom0Compound V當k &;从 △（；歸 厶 ^hyd,k1 91.8 0.805 0.024 0.8292 88.5 0.776 0.022 07983 85.1 0.746 0.023 0.7694 83.5 0.732 0.022 0.7545 74.7 0.656 0.019 0.6756 74.6 0.654 0.020 0.6747 78.4 0.688 0.020 0.7088 83.4 0.731 0.021 0.7529 72.3 0.634 0.018 0.65210 83.4 0.731 0.021 0.75211 74.6 0.653 0.020 0.673Calculated using hydration shell model.8 ^Water-accessible volumes in A3. fHydration free energy coming from water-accessible volume in kcal/mol. Polarization free energy in kcal/mol. Total hydration free energy given by the sum k and 厶 Gpk in kcal/ mol.
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Table 3. Calculated Water-Accessible Volumes and Hydration Free Energies of N1 Atom"Compound ‘ ItVl.k 4 （，础 4 % 厶(ihyd.k1 325.2 -5.038 0.207 -4.831
2 323.8 -5.016 0.201 -4.8153 322.3 -4.992 0.203 -4.7894 314.0 -4.863 0.221 - 4.6425 325.1 -5.036 0.229 -4.8076 325.2 -5.037 0.231 -4.8067 321.3 -4.977 0.225 -4.7528 316.8 -4.908 0.225 -4.6839 320.5 -4.965 0.220 -4.74510 313.4 -4.854 0.218 -4.63611 318.4 -4.932 0.235 -4.697“Refer to the footnotes of Ta비e 2.

Table 4. Calculated Water-Accessible Volumes and Hydration Free Energies of 1-Ethyl Group"
Compound △Eg

Inhibition ofDNA gyrase力1 954.3 0.944 0.652 951.2 0.942 0.853 948.9 0.941 1.0()4 871.6 0.846 —5 882.() 0.851 2.50(i 883.3 0.853 2.5()7 883.3 ().856 1.158 869.5 0.844 —9 882.7 0.855 2.101() 870.5 0.845 1.8()11 874.8 0.848 1.85"Refer to the footnotes of Table 2. ^Experimental data taken from Ref. 3 in々g/mL
厶(房弘 = 厶(九丄 +厶°f the molec니es 1-11 are listed. 
The computed A(ihvdk of the group and atoms and inhibition 
of DNA gyrase3 are shown in Figures 3-5.

Figure 3 in which 아le inhibition of DNA gyrase and the 
total hydration free energy of 6-F atom are plotted 아lows 
somewhat a linear correlation. The inhibitions of DNA 
gyrase are increased with decreasing the total hydration free 
energy of 6-F atom. In Figure 4, there was not any relation- 
shiop between the inhibition of DNA gyrase and the total 
hydration free energy of N1 atom.

In the case of 1-ethyl group, the hydration free energies 
have an interesting correlation with biological activities, Le., 
higher and lower biological activities are associated with the 
hydration free energies of 1-ethyl group equal to about ().85 
and 0.94 kcal/mol, respectively, as 아lown in Figure 5. The 
decrease of hydration free energy of 1-ethyl group is believ
ed to be caused from the water molecules around 1-ethyl 
group excluded by neighboring groups (see Table 4). As the 
results, the intermolecular hydrophobic interaction of ethyl
ethyl groups can be increased. This implication is in good 
agreement with the proposed quinolone-DNA binding mo
del.4 that the hydrophobic interactions between ethyl groups

3

△Gg, ol fluorine atom (kcai/m이)

Figure 3. Calculated 厶 G如弘 of 6-F atom.
0

미 ethyl group (kcal/moi)
Figure 5. Calculated △(爲仆 of 1-ethyl group.

△(為* 이 nitrogen atom (kcal/nx>l)
Figure 4. Calculated 厶(；如心,of N1 atom.
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are the minimum level of interaction needed for the optimal 
activity even if these interactions are not the sole determi
nant for the binding affinity.

In conclusion, the hydration free energies calculated us
ing the hydration shell model on some 7-s냐bstituted 1-ehtyl- 
6-fluoro-1,4-dihydro-4-oxoquinoline-3-carboxylic acids show 
some correlations with their inhibitory activities against 
DNA gyrase. The calculated dipole moments and charge dis
tributions with CNDO/2 (ON) method do not show any cor
relations with the activities. The results may serve as a star
ting step for further studies in understanding the detailed 
binding affinity and specificity of quinolone analogues with 
DNA gyrase.
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Preparationr Structure, and Photoemission Studies 
on the High Temperature Superconductor YBa2Cu3_xNixO7. d

Jin-Ho Choy * and Won-Young Choe

Department of Chemistry, Seoul National University, Seoul 151-742. Receit^d Afwil 9, 1990

YBa2Cu3-XNiXO7_with x = 0.05, 0.2, 0.4, 0.7 and 1.0 had been prepared by the thermal decomposition of corresponding nitrates. Among them, the sample with x = 0.05 shows above-liquid-N2 temperature superconductivity with Te of 88.7K. According to the X-ray diffraction analysis, its crystal symmetry was estimated as orthorhombic with the lattice parameters of 々 그 3.866A, b = 3.893A, c - 11.715A. The chemical composition of the sample was determined by electron probe microanalysis and the chemical composition around its grain boundaries w저s carefully studied by the X-ray line scanning tech- ni이ue. From the observed binding energy of Ni-2/%2 orbital electron (B,E. = 853 eV) measured by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, the valency state of nickel stabilized in YBa2Cu2.95Ni0 0507_^ oxide lattice could be d은termined to be Ni(II).
Introduction

YBa2Cu3O7_(y(0 < ^<0.5) is superconducting1 above 9() K 
and has a threefold stacked perovskite str니cture where the 
central perovskite unit contains Y while two remaining units 
contain Ba. Neutron and X-ray diffraction studies2-15 on the 
various oxygen contents clearly show that YBa2Cu3O7_tf un
dergoes an orthorhombic-to-tetragonal phase transition67 
at around 8 = 0.5 with the drastic diminution of Tc as oxygen 
disintercalates out of the Cu(l) plane between Ba layers. It 
becomes now evident that in the YBa2Cii3()7_ e oxide its 
physical and structural properties depend strongly on its ox
ygen content and on two dimensional sheets of Cu-C) 
pyramids or one dimemsional chains. Additionally, the in
fluence of other cations in YBa2Cu3O7_tf has been in
vestigated by the perturbation of the perovskite struct니re 
through isomorphous substitutions3,8~12. The substitution of 
magnetic rare earth cations for Y clearly shows 바lit the Y site 
in the lattice has only a minor effect on Tc3, which suggests 
the superconductivity developes far from the X site. How
ever, tremendous decrease in 1'c was observed from the s니b- 
stitution of 3d transition metal for Cu8-12. Band structure cal

culations13 performed on this Y-Ba-Cu-0 system also led to 
the conclusion that the CihW-()2/? electrons govern the 
s니percond니cting properties of this oxide. To understand the 
mechanism of the superconductivity further on Y-Ba-Cu-0 
system, it is necessary to study the cation substitution effect 
for Cu sites along with careful physical characterization. 
Among the cations substituted, Ni ion is known to occupy 
preferentially the Cu(2) site in the Y and Ba layers14 and give 
only a moderate decrease of as shown in Figure 1. 
Regardless of enormorous researches on the Ni substitution 
for Cu, only a few papers1617 have discussed on their physical 
characterizations.

In this paper, we present X-ray diffraction, electron pro
be microanalysis and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic 
st니dies on YBa2Cu2 95Ni0 05O7_(j to estimate the actual site of 
Ni in the lattice and to gain the information on the role of two 
different sites of Cu in the lattice through the substitution of 
Ni ion.

Experimental

Samples of YBa2Cu3_vNiv(.)7-swith .v = 0.()5, ().2, 0.4. 0.7,


